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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to isolate the effect of culture and language

on imagery generation. By asking subjects from China, Singapore,
and the U.S. to read Chinese and English messages, my findings
show that it is not language, but culture, that drives the higher
imagery generation capability of the Chinese people. The Chinese
generate more mental images than do both Singapore Chinese and
Americans, even when all groups are tested in English because
Chinese have a predominantly concrete way of thinking. Singapore
Chinese generate the same number of images when exposed to both
languages because they have a balanced mental representation.

Past research has maintained that certain words have higher
imagery value and were more likely to facilitate imagery generation
than other words (Paivio and Foth 1970; Paivio 1971; Paivio and
Csapo 1973; Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan 1968; Richardson 1980).
For example, concrete words, such as apple, watch, or table, are
more likely to create an image in one’s mind than abstract words,
such as love, freedom, or justice.

However, recent studies have shown that these finding on
imagery generation may not hold for more distinctive cultures.
When exposed to low imagery words, Chinese subjects tend to
generate more images than do their American counterparts. How-
ever these studies do not differentiate the effect of culture from the
effect of language. The high imagery generation capability of the
Chinese may be due to a higher imagery value of ideographic
language or the Chinese concrete way of thinking. This paper tries
to disentangle the effect of culture versus language on imagery
generation and examines in more detail which influence, language
or culture, will contribute more to the high imagery generation
capability of Chinese people.

LANGUAGE AND IMAGERY GENERATION
Language plays an essential role in an individual’s cognitive

development (Vygotsky 1962) from childhood onwards. First
developed as a way of communication, language later becomes an
important tool in shaping the cognitive process (Ji, Zhang, and
Nisbett 2004). Recent studies in marketing have shown that linguis-
tic differences between the Chinese and English-speaking people
can influence their way of thinking (Logan 1986; Nisbett et al.
2001), categorization (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004), a consumer’s
verbal information memory (Schmitt, Pan, and Tavassoli 1994),
judgment and choice (Schmitt and Zhang 1998), and even verbal
processing (Tavassoli, 1999). It is well known that Chinese is an
ideographic language while English is an alphabetic language.
Such language differences may influence consumers’ ability to
generate imagery.

The earliest Chinese characters were formed by drawing
pictographs. These characters were originally pictures of people,

animals, or other objects. For example, the sun was written as 

, the moon as  , water as  , and so on. Second, Chinese created

indicatives by adding a kind of sign to a character to indicate a
certain meaning. For example, by adding a point to “  ” (knife), a
new word “  ” (blade) is formed. Third, in order to express abstract
ideas or concepts, the ancient Chinese created “associated com-
pounds” by combining two or more elements or characters. For
example, pictographs of the sun and moon were written together to

form a new character,  , to express the meaning of “bright or

brightness”. Over the centuries, Chinese characters have evolved
from irregular drawings to stylized forms, from picture-based
hieroglyphics to ideographic “square characters,” but they do
continue to have a similar structure and grammar. So, the inference
is that the processing of Chinese is more likely to generate pictures
in people’s minds than other language will.

Moreover, the structure of Chinese characters has nothing to
do with their pronunciation. The pronunciation is based on “rote
associative learning” (Tavassoli 1999, p.171). So, the learning,
reading, and memory of Chinese characters rely heavily on
visuospatial information or on how to discern subtle structural
differences between characters.

The Chinese language widely uses classifiers to categorize
words into different groups (Schmitt and Zhang 1998). Words are
classified based on their physical properties, such as shape, size,
thickness, and length, and also their conceptual properties, such as
bendable, elastic, and graspable. For example, “zhang” is used as a
classifier for objects (such as tables, desks, photos, and paper) that
have properties of flatness and extendedness. The processing of
such classifiers also relies heavily on visual code. On the other
hand, English, French, German, and Spanish never use such classi-
fiers.

In contrast, the entire English alphabet consists of 26 meaning-
less letters whose orthography represents the pronunciation of
words (Tavassoli 1999). English speakers subvocalize (phonologi-
cally recode) written words (McCusker, Hillinger, and Bias 1981)
and rehearse words in a phonological loop of short-term (Baddeley
1986). Moreover, English speakers tend to phonologically recode
visual information as well (McCusker, Hillinger, and Bias 1981).
So, the process of English is dominated by phonological represen-
tation (Schmitt, Pan, and Tavassoli 1994; Tavassoli 1999) and thus
the ability to generate imagery may be inhibited by allocating
mental resources to such subvocalizing of words.

In summary, the processing of Chinese words may rely heavily
on visual code and ignore, at least partly, phonemic recoding
(Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky 1971; Sasanuma 1975; Schmitt, Pan,
and Tavassoli 1994; Tavassoli 1999). In contrast, the processing of
English words may rely mainly on phonological code. So, the
unique structures of Chinese characters may facilitate the imagery
generation of Chinese subjects while English letters have no such
effect.

CULTURE AND IMAGERY GENERATION
Scholars have found that the Chinese have an interdependent

view of self. They view the self as part of a surrounding social
context and believe one’s behaviors are primarily organized, con-
trolled, or contingent upon the thoughts, feelings, and actions of
others (Markus and Kitayama 1991). Thus they attach more impor-
tance to others and emphasize their relationship and harmony with
others.

The appreciation of the relationship between self and others
makes Chinese people, including self and others, an integral part of
the context in which they are imbedded (Markus and Kitayama
1991). The behavior of a person is strongly based on the nature of
context, especially when others are present (Markus and Kitayama
1991). One learns about the self in reference to others in a particular
situation; conversely, one learns about others in reference to the self
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in a specific context. As a result, persons are only parts of the
context and cannot be fully understood when separated from the
surrounding social context (Phillips 1976; Shweder 1984). So, for
Chinese, specific social contexts are more likely to serve as the unit
of representation than one’s unique internal attributes (Markus and
Kitayama 1991). Therefore, Chinese develop a concrete way of
thinking (Cousins 1989; Kühnen, Hannover, and Schubert 2001)
and tend to direct their attention to a specific daily context (Cousins
1989; Nisbett et al. 2001). This way of thinking is defined as “a
boundedness to perceptual stimuli, a tendency to perceive things as
part of the real-life settings from which they normally take their
meaning, rather than to mentally isolate objects or their attributes
and generalize across contexts on the basis of conceptual similar-
ity” (Cousins 1989, p. 124).

In contrast, Westerners view the self as a bounded, unitary, and
stable entity that is separated from social context. They emphasize
attending to self, the appreciation of one’s uniqueness from others,
and the importance of asserting the self. Therefore, their attitudes,
feelings, and behaviors should be determined by themselves with-
out being controlled by any external factors (Markus, Mullally, and
Kitayama 1997). They learn about the self without considering
others and the context (Nisbett et al. 2001). They organize knowl-
edge about self into a hierarchical structure, with the person’s
distinctive internal attributes as the superordinate nodes, resulting
in a greater cognitive elaboration of attributes of the self across
contexts (Markus and Kitayama 1991). So, for Westerners, the
specific internal attributes will serve as the unit of representation.
They develop an abstract way of thinking whose definition is to
“mentally isolate objects or their attributes and generalize across
contexts on the basis of conceptual similarity” (Cousins 1989, 124).

In sum, even when facing abstract words, Chinese tend to think
concretely because abstract stimuli are unnatural for them and must
be supplemented with contexts (Cousins 1989). So, Chinese are
more likely to generate imagery when exposed to abstract words
because they tend to retrieve scenes from specific daily life to fill in
the missing context (Markus and Kitayama 1991), whereas Ameri-
cans are less likely to do so because they tend to think in an abstract
manner.

OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENT 1
According to the above discussion, both language and con-

crete thinking may result in the high imagery generation ability of
Chinese. But it is not easy to separate these two factors because
culture influences people’s thinking through language (Whorf
1956). Based on drawings, the Chinese writing system reflects the
concrete way of thinking of Chinese (Logan 1986). Therefore,
language is a medium that the Chinese use to transmit and internal-
ize their culture (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004). As a result, culture
and language are embedded in each other. However, these two
factors can be separated by using bilinguals as research subjects
(Ervin and Osgood 1954; Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004).

Ervin and Osgood (1954) indicate that there are two types of
bilinguals: Compound and coordinate. Compound bilinguals are
individuals who learned two languages as a child, whereas coordi-
nate bilinguals learned a second language later or even in adult-
hood. In other words, compound bilinguals generally learn native
and second languages simultaneously, whereas coordinate bilinguals
generally learn two languages consecutively (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett
2004). An individual’s age and the context of learning a second
language are often closely related (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004). For
example, learning a second language at a very early age often take
places in the same family context, whereas learning the second
language later often involves a school context that is quite different
from a family context. Therefore, compound bilinguals who learned

two languages during childhood are more likely to have a single
cognitive representation. In comparison, coordinate bilinguals may
have two distinctive representations, one for each language (Ervin
and Osgood 1954), because learning different languages in differ-
ent contexts results in more functional separation between the
bilinguals’ two codes (Lambert, Havelka, and Crosby 1958). Com-
pared with compound bilinguals who have a higher degree of
interdependence in the organization of a word and its translation
equivalent, coordinate bilinguals have two relatively independent
association networks for translation equivalents and tend to make
more semantic distinctions between these two codes (Lambert,
Havelka, and Crosby 1958).

Moreover, since coordinate bilinguals learned a second
language later, they should be more proficient in their native
language, and their ways of thinking would tend to be dominated by
native culture because their cognition had been shaped significantly
by their native culture before they learned the second language.
Even in the process of learning the second language, their ways of
thinking were also enhanced by their native culture because they
were exposed to their native culture significantly more than they
were exposed to the foreign culture. As a result, bilingualism for
coordinate bilinguals is not balanced (Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett 2004).

The findings of Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett’s (2004) study provide
evidence for these arguments. In their study, which examined the
effect of language or culture on categorization, Ji, Zhang, and
Nisbett (2004) found that language had no effect on categorization
preference of Hong Kong and Singapore Chinese (compound
bilinguals). Their finding shows that compound bilinguals tend to
have a single representation, while mainland Chinese tend to have
an unbalanced one.

The distinction between compound and coordinate bilinguals
is also supported by evidence from neurology. Kim et al. (1997)
examined the spatial relationship between native and second lan-
guages in the cortex by using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). They found that for coordinate bilinguals who
learned their second language in adulthood, the second language
was spatially separated from the native language. In contrast, the
native and second language of compound bilinguals who learned
their second language at an early age are represented in common
frontal cortical areas. Chee et al. (1999) found a similar result after
using fMRI to examine Singapore Chinese bilinguals. They found
that Singapore Chinese bilinguals use the same neuroanatomical
regions during the conceptual and syntactic processing of a written
sentence, regardless of testing the language, because they were
exposed to Chinese and English in early childhood.

In this experiment, I examine whether culture and language
have relatively independent effects on imagery generation by
testing bilingual subjects in two languages (Chinese vs. English).
Although it is very hard, if not impossible, to completely separate
culture from language, testing bilinguals allows me to examine the
effect of one, while controlling the effect of another one.

If culture is the primary driving factor behind imagery genera-
tion, then bilinguals, especially coordinate bilinguals, should gen-
erate a similar number of images when exposed to different lan-
guages. Since coordinate bilinguals have an unbalanced represen-
tation (the native language dominates the second one), and com-
pound bilinguals have a shared representation (equal representation
from both languages), I expect that coordinate bilinguals will
generate more images than compound bilinguals, regardless of
languages used in the test, if culture is the key driver of imagery
generation. However, if language plays a key role in imagery
generation, I should observe a language effect among bilinguals,
especially among compound bilinguals. In other words, bilinguals
should generate more images when exposed to Chinese than when
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exposed to English. Moreover, there will not be a significant
difference among coordinate bilinguals, compound bilinguals, and
Americans when tested in English if languages matter.

EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of this experiment is to examine the effect of

culture when controlling the effect of language and the effect of
language when controlling the effect of culture.

Method
Participants. Fifty-two Chinese students from a southwestern

university in mainland China, 48 Singapore Chinese students from
a university in Singapore, and 26 American students from a south-
eastern university in the U.S. were selected. All Mainland Chinese
subjects were majors in English to ensure that their English skills
were strong enough. Both mainland and Singapore Chinese read
stimuli in Chinese and English. Americans only read English
stimuli.

Singapore Chinese were selected because Singapore has been
a British colony for more than 100 years and is more westernized
than Mainland China. Second, since English is one of the official
languages in Singapore it is learned from kindergarten and used
frequently in daily communication. Third, both Singapore and
mainland China use simplified Chinese, so the effect of language is
comparable. In contrast, for the majority of mainland Chinese,
English is generally learned after elementary school and is rarely
used in daily communication outside English classes. Hong Kong
Chinese will not be used, because Hong Kong uses traditional
Chinese, which differs significantly from simplified Chinese in
terms of structural variations. So the effect of language is not
comparable.

Stimuli. Stimuli were adapted from those used by Unnava and
Burnkrant (1991) to ensure that there was no significant difference
on such dimensions as believability, understandability, meaning-
fulness, distinctiveness, self-referencing, informativeness, or the
perceived strength of arguments. A digital camcorder was used as
the target product because the product category was of enough
interest for the participants to be able to process the ads meaning-
fully. I chose a digital camcorder because participants were prob-
ably quite familiar with it even if they did not have one. So, the
ability to generate images may not be inhibited here as might occur
in situations where little or no schematic knowledge exists (Wright
and Rip 1980). A completely fictitious name (Classa) was used to

eliminate the effect of prior experience with established brands.
The ad described four attributes of the digital camcorder (size, low-
light performance, zoom, and the ability to capture sports action).

Message. Only abstract word messages were adapted from
those used by Unnava and Burnkrant (1991) because both literature
and studies suggest that culture difference occurs only when people
are exposed to abstract words. The messages are shown in Table 1.

Procedure. Participants were first asked to read a cover story
and advertisement messages. Participants were also told they were
taking part in an important survey and were in a small group of
students whose opinions would be valued greatly, which is a typical
mechanism to increase involvement. After reading the ad, the
participants were asked to do a two-minute math quiz to clear their
short-term memory. Then the participants were asked to write down
the imagery generated in their minds when they read the ad. Next,
participants completed a series of ancillary measures and a “Ten
Statement Test” (TST) in which they were asked to respond ten
times to the question, “Who am I?” Finally, the participants were
thanked and dismissed.

Cousins (1989) used a Twenty Statement Test. However, I
used a Ten Statement Test (TST) because in a pretest students found
it very difficult to complete twenty statements. The coding schema
used by Cousins (1989) was adapted to code the statements into two
categories, concrete or abstract thought. Physical (e.g., I am 23
years old), social (e.g., I am a marketing major student), concrete
preference (e.g., I like swimming; I like cats), concrete wish (e.g.,
I hope to be an accountant), activity (I am doing a project for my
marketing class), and qualified attribute (I am nice to my friends)
were coded as concrete statements. Global preference (e.g., I like
music/sports/animals), global wish (e.g., I wish the world to be
better), pure attribute (e.g., I am friendly), or other global state-
ments were coded as abstract statements.

Result
Manipulation Check. Two bilingual judges who were blind to

the purpose of the study coded the responses to TST into two
groups: concrete or abstract thought. The reliability was 92%. A 3
(country) x 2 (language) ANOVA with the number of concrete
thoughts as the dependent variable was conducted. A main effect of
country emerged (MChina=5.61, MSingapore=4.58, MU.S.=3.19;
F(2, 120)=11.957, p<.01). The Tukey Test showed that mainland
Chinese generated more concrete thoughts than both Singapore
Chinese and Americans (ps<.01). Singapore Chinese also generated

TABLE 1
ABSTRACT MESSAGES

segasseMtcartsbA

enonahtsselshgiewdnaezistcapmocartlusahredrocmaclatigidassalCA
.dnuop

.snoitidnocthgilwolrednullewyrevsmrofrepredrocmaclatigidassalCA
.hguonesieldnacasamidsathgila,sesneldnasretlifwenstihtiW

htiwecnatsidgnolamorfylraelcenecsaerutpacotuoyswollaassalCehT
nacuoy,moozhgihehtfoesuaceB.moozlatigidX084dnalacitpoX21sti

.yawaelimamorfneveserutcipraelcteg

ruoyllasdrocertI.oot,stropslarevesniuoyplehnacassalCehT
,liatedtsetunimehtnikcabmehtyalpuoY.ycaruccataerghtiwstnemevom

sekatsimruoytcerrocdnaezylanaotemarf-ezeerfdnanoitomwolsgnisu
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more concrete thoughts than Americans (p<.01). When exposed to
English, the Tukey Test showed that there was no significant
difference between mainland and Singapore Chinese (MChina=5.13,
MSingapore=4.48; p >.1). But both mainland and Singapore Chinese
generated more concrete thoughts than Americans (MChina=5.13,
MU.S.=3.19, p<.01; MSingapore=4.48, MU.S.=3.19, p<.05) when
exposed to English. When exposed to Chinese stimuli, mainland
Chinese generated more concrete thoughts than Singapore Chinese
(MChina=6.04, MSingapore=4.68; F(1, 50)=8.393, p<.01).

Generated Images. A 3 (country: China, Singapore, and U.S.)
x 2 (language: Chinese vs. English) ANOVA with a number of
images as a dependent variable was conducted (please see Table 2
for means and standard deviations). Only a main effect of culture
emerged (MU.S.=0.92, MChina=2.24, MSingapore=1.65; F(2,
120)=7.126, p<.01; see Figure 1). Mainland Chinese generated
more images than Singapore Chinese (p<.08); both mainland and
Singapore Chinese generated more images than Americans (China
vs. U.S., p<.01; Singapore vs. U.S., p<.05).

When exposed to English, the Games-Howell Test (Levene’s
Test, p<.1) showed that both mainland and Singapore Chinese
generated more images than Americans (MChina=2.00, vs.
MAmerican=0.92, p<.01; MSingapore=1.65, MAmerican=0.92, p<.07).
However, there was no significant difference between mainland
and Singapore Chinese subjects (p>.1), although mainland Chinese
subjects generated a few more images. When exposed to Chinese
stimuli, Chinese participants generated more images than Singapore

Chinese (MChina=2.44, MSingapore=1.64; F(1, 50)=4.101, p<.05).
For mainland Chinese subjects, there was no significant difference
between Chinese and English stimuli (MChinese=2.44,
MEnglish=2.00; F(1, 49)=1.222, p>.1). Singapore Chinese subjects
generated almost the same number of images when exposed to
Chinese and English stimuli (MChinese=1.64, MEnglish=1.65; F(1,
46)=0.001, p<.01).

Discussion. My findings show that it is not language but
culture that drives the higher imagery generation capability of
Chinese. Imagery generation capability ranks high for mainland
Chinese subjects, medium for Singapore Chinese, and low for
Americans because mainland Chinese are on the concrete side and
Americans are on the abstract side, while Singapore Chinese are in
the middle. Singapore Chinese subjects have a balanced cognitive
representation, so they generated almost the same number of
images when exposed to both Chinese and English stimuli. Since
mainland Chinese have a predominantly concrete mode of thinking,
they generated more images than both Singapore Chinese and
American subjects, even when tested in English.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
This paper attempts to differentiate the effect of culture from

that of language on imagery generation. My findings show that
culture is the main factor driving imagery generation. Mainland
Chinese have higher imagery generation capability than both
Singapore Chinese and Americans because they are more likely to

TABLE 2
STUDY 1 RESULTS: MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIDTIONS

Country Language Image SD n

ChinaChinese 2.44 1.67 27
English 2.00 1.10 24

Singapore Chinese 1.64 1.11 25
English 1.65 1.30 23

U.S.English 0.92 0.84 26

FIGURE 1
IMAGES GENERATED BY SUBJECTS FROM CHINA, SINGAPORE, AND U.S.
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think concretely. Singapore Chinese generate the same number of
images when exposed to both Chinese and English stimuli because
they have a balanced mental representation. Moreover, since their
representation is a mix of Eastern and Western cultures, Singapore
Chinese are in the middle in terms of imagery generation. Although
my study did not find that language affected imagery generation
significantly, its effect should not be ignored because mainland
Chinese generated fewer images when exposed to English stimuli
than when exposed to Chinese stimuli. Moreover, culture shapes
individuals’ cognition through language.

This study did not examine the possible effect of location on
imagery generation. Studies have shown that the cognitive process
could be modified after living in another culture for even a short
period of time (Brewer and Gardner 1996; Ji, Zhang, and Nisbett
2004). Future studies should examine whether mainland Chinese
have a lower imagery generation capability after living in Western
cultures for some time.
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